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W
Dr. Carol Werlé
CEO, DALIM SOFTWARE GmbH

elcome to the 22nd edition of THEMAGAZINE, with over 100
pages rich of international stories produced just-in-time by
a handful of people on little sleep. In this issue, THEMAGAZINE will take you from the French Mediterranean city of
Montpelier, home of one of the largest players in trade show booth construction and point of sales production—all the way to the USA where,
over twenty years ago, Allied Printing began producing jobs with DALIM
TWIST. They did so on what was then the fastest supercomputer available from Silicon Graphics. The stories will walk you through consumer
goods packaging to fashion and accessories—and even public transportation branding and communications. However, this edition of our favorite
publication will not ignore print and publishing. DALIM SOFTWARE, with
its roots solidly anchored in print, does not forget the fascinating world
it comes from.
THE MAGAZINE 22 features for the very first time an innovative “French
door” gatefold on its cover. Along with its signature back cover gatefold,
this issue includes—if you picked up the right copy—a unique 16-page
product description insert that may well make history. Those who were
fortunate to attend this year’s DUO (Dalim User Organization) events
understand why and how. EuroDUO took place on March 13 in the fastest
growing city in France, Montpellier. USDUO kicked off on April 19, returning, by popular demand, to Las Vegas. A few days later in Vegas, for the
first time, DALIM SOFTWARE will host its own booth at NABShow ‘where
content comes to life’. It’s the place to be for anyone in the media, radio
and television broadcasting business. That’s quite an evolution since the
early days of DALIM LITHO page make-up on super computers!
Browsing through the pages you will also find images of the third generation of our bottled water, highlighted by the bottle’s embossing and
innovative two-sided stickers. The bottle was produced entirely from
scratch—including its revolutionary 3D shape—which you can “augment”
from Augment’s (the company’s) App while scanning its advertising page.
The back cover of THEMAGAZINE 22 features, once again, Airbus (our
client) and its newest aircraft, the A350, which boasts 25% fuel consumption savings. Our civilization realizes how crucial it is to preserve
our natural resources. DALIM SOFTWARE does, too. Since 2014, we have
switched our energy to 100% sustainable sources. Hydroelectricity is now
at the origin of all the software products we create and commercialize.
And if you are looking to reduce your own carbon footprint, try our latest
“PDFLight”. It’s downloadable from either the Appstore or our website.
It will dramatically reduce your friends’ and families’ PDF file sizes for
screen optimization and mobile distribution.
Enjoy your reading!
Carol
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Over 20 years,
Allied Printing sees no match
for DALIM TWIST

E

stablished in 1949 and based in Manchester, CT in the US, Allied
Printing Services, Inc., is a full service commercial and financial
printing services company. From its first 150 sq. ft. location in
1949, Allied now operates out of a 300,000 sq. ft. modern facility
designed specifically for its needs, on a beautiful 30-acre campus. They
are a third generation family owned business, managed by current President John G. Sommers, Jr., grandson of the founder. Their sales growth
places them among the top 50 printers in the United States—the largest
family-owned commercial printer on the East Coast.
With a vast array of prepress, offset web and sheetfed printing, digital printing, finishing equipment, and fulfillment solutions, they service a wide range
of companies, many of whom are listed in top 100 of the Fortune list. Allied
continues its mission to be the technological leader in the commercial printing segment. They point out that they will print anything—fast and of high
quality.

Allied was the first company with a computer-to-plate system because of its
relationship with Gerber in early 1990s. They were also a large Scitex shop,
along with National Geographic and Newsweek.
“Until CtP, we were in a digital world, but still outputting film. We still had to
split it and process digital files,” muses Jonathan Kaufman - Senior VP Technical Development. “If we wanted to print a poster, it took 20 minutes to an
hour to process a file. If we built a silhouette or resized artwork, we expected
processing time to be about an hour before plotting the file on the platesetter or imagesetter—which took about 20 minutes for a 30” x 40” film. Unfortunately, many very high-end RIPs were still relying on single 32-bit processor Intel-based computers running Windows NT. It was like carving on walls
with loincloth. In those days before CTP, if another plate was needed, it took
forever. You would have to go back, reprocess, and reset.” 8
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One of Kaufman’s friends was working for Alcatel in Silicon Valley—before it was Silicon Valley. Kaufman visited
him and saw the advantages of 64-bit processing. The
fastest was going to help the printing industry, which was
behind in technology. In those days, Silicon Graphics 64bit processing was driving more imaging and processing
than a room of computers. The Sun Sparc was also significant in the business space and dabbled with Xerox
in typesetting and driving digital printers. Some prepress
manufacturers were rebranding Sun boxes as their own.
Allied had a DEC, which owned the 64-bit space for government and large businesses (such as Oracle).
As CTP came out, the RIP was brought to plate room.
“I had the three manufacturers of hardware and my task
was to find the best prepress software to run on the platforms: One ran on a Sun system and one on DEC, while
DALIM TWIST ran on an SGI system. I visited all of the
facilities and was looking at a multi-million dollar investment that not even our largest competitors were spending. The more processors or RAM that could be used,
the more efficient file processing would be. Through
testing, a file that took 20 minutes to create a bitmap
file ready for a RIP on a high-end Scitex system took
less than 20 seconds on SGI/DALIM TWIST, because
it could scale on as many processors as were available.
It flattened and created a PostScript—and subsequently a PDF—file while offering the best trapping,” marvels
Kaufman. “We decided to invest in DALIM TWIST as our
workflow. DALIM TWIST had scripts and programming
pre-written as icons. It was fully customizable for the user.
With DALIM SOFTWARE, we moved away from the era
of slower RIPs and workflows. It was efficient and, with
two 14-processor servers running at full speed and complete bandwidth, we could operate very quickly. Every
three years we would grow prepress 300% faster, with
more capacity.”

Jonathan Kaufman, Senior VP Technical Development at Allied Printing,
poses in the 1990s with their Cray computer.

Meanwhile, SGI bought Cray and Allied Printing became
the first Cray printing installation running DALIM TWIST.
“Those computers had the shortest electronic travel path,
which made them the fastest systems. They also offered
full redundancy. We ran dual enterprise servers, so if one
went down it wouldn’t stop the plates, press, and printing. DALIM TWIST could scale as many processors at
64 bit, with no celling. We also were faster because we
were the first in the printing industry to adopt ATM OC12
and OC3 fiber networking between our workstations and
servers, with fully redundant one terabyte of FibreChannel
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attached storage—which only NASA had at that time!”
asserts Kaufman.
“No matter, how much I threw at DALIM TWIST, it took
it. At the time, a new idea was to build different workflow paths dictated just by naming convention names.
We had lots of proofing systems along with platesetters,
imagesetters and digital printers,” says Kaufman. “With
just one different letter in the filename, we could move
files through the network at amazing speeds. We were
doing it nearly instantly when it took the industry hours
to output files. Remember, this was 1996.”

“Just recently you see everyone with icon based scripts.
The industry took 20 years to catch up to me! In that
time, we got much better and continue to grow using
new versions of DALIM TWIST and new generations
of Linux and Mac. You see designers taking a month to
create a logo with millions of colors. With DALIM TWIST
we get a pure match and the software tears right through
it,” remarks Kaufman. “We now use high performance
servers with terabytes of RAM and 8-core processors—
but the software is still the same. The advantage we had
20 years ago is still the answer today.”
“During all this time, IO Integration really has played
above the rim,” says Kaufman. “They understand us as a
customer and as friends—a true partner. They know we
want to stay ahead of the competition, have realistic expectations, but always exceed them. I need three pieces
to make things happen: an integrator I trust, software
and hardware.”
Our future will include faster machines and faster technology—and, I presume evolving to DALIM ES. Prepress
is so integrated upstream to customers with soft proofing and asset management, so I need to keep TWIST
for the heavy lifting and ES is a better fit for the customer-facing part of Allied. We’ve had a pretty good
run for 20 years, so I don’t see any reason to change
systems.”

“It’s really a testament of what DALIM TWIST does and
what we do with it,” attests Kaufman. “We’re a high performance shop. We get the work when the customer
has run out of time and the work is very complex. We
are still doing best of breed work with TWIST. DALIM
SOFTWARE has robust, high performance customizable software. No one else does that.”
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Cogetiq
Labels with a twist

C

ogetiq has been on the adhesive label market for 20 years,
aiming to offer a complete service to facilitate handling of
clients’ labels. Ranking among the top 60 companies in
France, with a turnover of close to €7M and a workforce
of 40 employees, Cogetiq chose DALIM SOFTWARE.
Interview with Séverine Wolff, Cogetiq’s CEO, and Marie-José LEAL,
Cogetiq’s Prepress Manager, who uses the DALIM TWIST tool on a
daily basis.
What were the factors that made you switch over
to DALIM TWIST?

Séverine Wolff: We handle a lot of references. As we specialised in the
multi-reference management of label ranges, we handle more and more
products, with quite frequent renewals, whether it’s due to marketing
or regulation issues. We had to cope with an increase in the volume
of files to be handled, which made us seek an automated solution. Up
to this point, everything was handled manually. We handle approximately 2000 references per month, which means 2000 order lines/month.
Some of our clients can have up to 1500 different references for labels,
of various types.
What are the fundamental advantages of DALIM
SOFTWARE?

S W: We wanted to have maximum automation in order to save time.
We also wanted to secure our files to ensure systematic file correction
processes, directly through standardisation of the files. )owever, we
could not find solutions adapted to our line of business. That is why,
in collaboration with Max-André Carru, from our IT partner Galilée, we
developed a specific solution using the DALIM TWIST workflow that
corresponds to a «Cogetiq standard». And we continue to refine the
tool. 8
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Do you have an example of a specific response?

S W: We automated the approval of the print proofs. As we were
among the first companies to offer our clients the possibility of validating their proofs online, we also wanted to provide them with an
optimal service but in terms of differentiation, this initial solution was
not going far enough. Max-André developed a proof standardisation
workflow and made it available online, which also involved interfacing
DALIM TWIST with our Magento platform.
In practical terms, how does that work?

M-J L: The prepress department includes a label image to a PDF
format into the flow, which will then retrieve an xml file from the ERP
and merge the two together, which in turn will automatically generate
a proof. The xml file adds all the technical data needed to the proof
dimensions, number of colours, winding direction, number of labels
per spool, etc. . This proof is then incorporated in another workflow,
which will automatically send an email to inform the client, with a link
to the online proof. The client will then be able to validate the proof, or
decline it and request modifications, or delegate it to a contact person.
How does this functionality fit into Cogetiq’s
strategy?

S W: We would like to provide our clients with differentiation. Our
MyCogetiq portal started offering online proofs in 2012, but then the
standardisation came along naturally as we needed to optimise productivity. In a market that has become very competitive, we obviously
want to save time and avoid staff increases – as this is what is costly – we need powerful IT tools, whether in prepress or in automated
management tools.
In our organisation, the starting point is our ERP, followed by DALIM
TWIST and ultimately MyCogetiq.
)aving these three systems integrated and updating these strategic
tools represents a substantial investment, yet it is essential in terms of
time and money. 8
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the product, rather than a «consumable». It is an integrated part of the industrial production. Therefore, the
challenge is to position ourselves with the client from
the moment that the label is being created, to being
able to offer them solutions aligned with their marketing
strategy. We believe 3D is an interesting development
in terms of providing service and advice.

Can you illustrate your position on this
differentiation factor? Which differentiating elements have you set up, aside
from the standardisation workflow and
the online proofs?

S W: Our starting point was delivery reactivity. In a
market where cycles were relatively long, up to 3 to 4
weeks, we offered delivery within 10 to 15 days, which
became even shorter as time passed. )owever, this
reactivity extends beyond delivery, into file management
and client guidance… We really focused on the service,
on being as accommodating as possible. The DALIM
TWIST tool strengthens this personalised service, by
making the online proofs available on our web portal.
)owever, we can now see the limitations of this platform – this is why we are contemplating the possibility
of escalating with ES.

How do you currently offer this service
and this advice, prior to developing the
label?

S W: Firstly, through our sales team which is very active
in the field. Then, the client who reaches out to us will
always find a knowledgeable contact person to advise
them depending on the actual manufacturing phase.
In spite of our growth, we wanted to keep our initial
agility and skilfulness to help clients find exactly what
they’re looking for. We definitely want to spare them
the cold greeting of: «To reach a certain department,
press 1yx where they never seem to get to the right
place. We would rather offer human contact … and professionalism, of course!

What added value would you get from
ES, as far as personalised service is
concerned?

M-J L: What we find interesting in ES, as an added personalised service to the client, is the follow-up platform
allowing several collaborators to work on one file, one
brand, etc. It is particularly interesting for large accounts
that have to manage a lot of references. The reduction
of the proof’s file weight is another one of our current
concerns. When our clients wish to download it for archiving purposes, the current proof can reach 15 M# and
it seems that ES can improve this, without losing quality.

Have you calculated productivity gains

since DALIM TWIST was implemented?

S W: Yes, we have definitely increased our productivity. In the past few years, we grew strongly and
DALIM TWIST has allowed us to carry out this growth
by limiting staff hiring, given that we are talking here
about tasks that have no added value for the operators or for the company. DALIM TWIST allows prepress
operators to refocus on their core businesses, such as
client adjustment or corrections. You know, historically,
for print shops, the prepress service is very difficult to
sell, whereas the time spent on this is very important.
Quite often, all, the client wants is to see is the price of
the printed label.

What do you think about the 3D representation of the label, directly on the
product?

S W: This is a marketing strategy that could be interesting to our clients, as soon as the label is designed.
We have to consider a label as a strategic element of

Interview conducted by Didier Destabeaux
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Enjoying a dialogue with
DALIM SOFTWARE at the
World Wide Technology Meeting

R

iding the rails into Strasbourg, France from
Paris, I realized I still had to make my way
over the Rhine River to Kehl, Germany, before
settling into my hotel to attend the DALIM
SOFTWARE’s 2016 World Wide Technical Meeting
(WWTM) the next day. Not an easy task, with the temptation of one of Europe’s famous Christmas markets on
the way to Kehl. But with a combination of taxis, trams
and buses—and French, English and German—I eventually made it to Kehl on a Sunday night after everything
had closed, except for the local McDonalds.
As the vice president of the DALIM Users Organization in the United States (US DUO), I was invited to attend the WWTM along with Steve Daniel, the reigning
president of US DUO. For my part, I offered to write
this article for the MAGAZINE, give a presentation at
EuroDUO 2017, and test drive a BMW i8 on loan to
the WWTM from a local dealership. All were sacrifices
I was willing to make to spend four days learning more
about ES 5, upcoming improvements, and communicating that experience to other users.
Like the DUO conference in the US, the first evening is
a ‘meet and greet’, before the two days of the WWTM.
The following morning we were all accounted for, loaded
onto a bus and transported to the conference venue for
Day 1 of presentations.

Keeping within the limited constraints of an article, I will
focus on the first presentation, which I found especially
interesting. Like most sessions, this one was about a
future feature that may be upcoming in a ES update later
this year. In this case, the topic is DIALOGUE Engine
closed loop color in HTML5. Also, this will probably be
the first new feature on the horizon added to ES.
By adding closed loop color to the HTML viewer, DALIM
SOFTWARE has transitioned all the major DIALOGUE
Engine Java features to the newer HTML5 viewer. However, keep in mind, this relates to DIALOGUE Engine,
only. With the latest release of TWIST, DALIM SOF-
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TWARE provides a native Mac and Windows App that
doesn’t require Java anymore—although it still looks like
the Java client.

Currently, I am not using closed loop color in Java, mostly because no one has pushed for it yet, and we have
had other priorities. But, I would like to test it once it is
released in an ES update. My goal is to set up a common area with one of the recommended monitors and
some color management software for calibration.
At the conference it was said that the closed loop feature will likely NOT appear in the next update (5.1, or
whatever the versioning number may be), but this feature
will be one of the first new major features added to ES
later in 2017.

The main holdback for me is the need to wrangle a
special monitor, calibrating software and spectrophotometer—all third-party, and no software or measuring devices have been recommended, yet. DALIM
SOFTWARE does not sell any of these and the ES system does NOT do calibrations, a point clearly stated several times. What it does DO is verify if the monitor has
been calibrated, how recently, and under what “viewing
conditions” it was assigned to the user.
Essentially, closed loop color is the ES server activating
the “approval” and “reject” buttons, if the user is complying with the set soft-proofing requirements for the job.
The soft-proofing setting itself needs to be initiated by
the admin, or delegated project manager.

This new feature will have the same functionality as the
Java version. The user interface will be different in DIALOGUE Engine with the convenience of no plugin. I will
be curious to compare the reliability of use of HTML5
across multiple browsers and versions, to the Java release of their existing plugin.

There is a way to set the job, so the user has a choice to
approve with the critical color setting or not. However,
that is not considered “closed loop”. You have to force
someone to view the file in a certain way, hence “closed
loop”. A lot of places use this method of soft proofing to
insure everyone is viewing the same color across their
monitors. But in the end, they may still produce a hard
proof to send to the printer. It isn’t necessarily a replacement of all hard proofing, but we can dream, can’t we
Overall, the WWTM offered a big glimpse into the future
of ES. Each session felt like a deep dive into the topic
and some were explored further during the optional twoday hands-on workshop that followed the conference
presentations. As a part of the conference fee the meals
were provided, so I never had to visit McDonalds again.

If you have any input or suggestions about DALIM SOFTWARE conferences, feel free to contact me. I will be
involved with planning for the next two US DUOs (2017
and 2018) and, who knows—maybe another WWTM
travel essay.
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For DUO Display
‘TWIST is all about service!’
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For DUO Display
‘TWIST is all about service!’

D

UO Display, a Montpellier-based company, designs and
makes exhibition stands, and distributes them worldwide.
They also have sites in Montréal, Chicago and Düsseldorf.
Their unique selling point is the design of a patented aluminium modular stand, with the graphic section printed on taut fabric
using dye sublimation. This allows them to deliver turnkey solutions to
a network of dealers (since DUO Display does not offer direct sales).
This industrial production process is aimed at exhibition service companies and communication agencies, who can then work with the end
client in terms of proximity, logistics and distribution…
What issues were you experiencing before you
started using TWIST?

Nicolas Crestin, DUO Display Marketing Director: We receive a lot
of files to print, but we used to do press proofs manually, a process
that was both risky and time consuming. That is why we decided to
automate it. When it came to choosing a solution, our requirements
were a little bit different, since our main objective was not to increase
productivity, but to add value to the service provided to clients (our
dealers). We had peaks of activity, with everyone sending their file
between 2 and 4 pm, and expecting an answer right away “Will you
be able to print my work?” By automating all that, we’ve been able to
spread out the times we’re receiving files.
Do you have other examples of value added by
TWIST, in terms of service provided to clients?

Our dealers are now made aware of the stage their work is at, either
through automated emails or by logging on to XPO Center, our TWIST
platform. A set of green, amber and red indicators show them if their
files are on schedule, are being processed or if there is a problem.
We also give them the possibility to store all their stand-related files
for two years, which they can access from their order history or dashboard. It means they can rely on a dealer portal tailored to their needs.
Since we do a lot of export business, we send press proofs in many
languages, which is one major benefit of the TWIST platform for our
international clients.

In Europe, emails are sent in French, Spanish, German and English, with
the system automatically choosing the right language. As for Canadian
clients, they can choose between English and French for their communications. 8
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Name of company:
Area of activity:
Date founded:
Sites:
Workforce:
Turnover:
DALIM SOFTWARE solutions used:
Reason for purchase:

DUO Display
provider of turnkey exhibition stands and communications tools, 100% dealers
1981
Montpellier, Düsseldorf, Chicago, Montréal
130 employees
approY. 14 million, around 55% eYported
TWIST, Basic Tool Merge expert
automating file processing to add value to the service provided to clients

they say, “No, no, don’t do that, it works well!” Now, everyone can see the same things on the platform: clients,
prepress, client services, and that is really quite lovely.

What other advantages of TWIST have
you experienced?

We have still seen a significant increase in productivity. We are dealing with more and more files, and it’s a
big plus to be able to automate the process, for costefficiency reasons. When we’re dealing with big stands,
for example, this leaves us more time to produce more
basic products, such as small pull-up banners and popup stands. We’ve also been able to keep the same team
but instead of having them work on repetitive manual
tasks, such as creating press proofs, we can now have
them talking to clients on the phone, advising them and
answering their questions.

Have you got ideas for how you want
your use of DALIM SOFTWARE to develop in future?

I think we are done with the development of the downstream phase of the order, i.e. managing press proofs
and dealing with files. Our next priority is to focus on
improving the upstream phase, which is related to order
taking. Also, with regard to TWIST, we acquired a third
productivity driver last December (TWIST Hardworker)
to be in line with our product name, as we noticed a
peak at 2 pm Paris time when Canada was beginning
its work day. For wide-format projects, we would sometimes get non-compressed 1 G# files, which could clog
up the system. We’ve got plenty of ideas for improving
flow management, and we want to get more skilled at
using TWIST with the help of Galilée, our systems integrator. We also really appreciated Carol Werlé coming
to visit us at DUO Display. He is so enthusiastic and
really took the time to listen to our client services and
prepress teams. DALIM SOFTWARE and Galilée have
such brilliant staff, and we have a very constructive dialogue with them.

Has it had an impact on your relationships with clients?

At first, following the new procedures was a bit annoying for our clients. Historically, they would send us huge
files via WeTransfer and just wish us good luck, since we
accepted everything. Now we have to warn them to be
careful, explaining that this platform won’t accept such
big files. You should never underestimate the impact of
change, external or internal, and that’s why the added
value is incredibly important. Some people say it’s more
complicated than it used to be but when we ask them:
“what should we do Do you want us to get rid of it ”

Interview conducted by Didier Destabeaux
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“Nowadays, offshore-production is a must,

and for us, DALIM SOFTWARE is an integral part of this”, says Sven LeonhardtSchuster, general manager at gsd international GmbH, member of eupro group.
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ourteen years ago, the eupro group which,
among others, includes gsd international
GmbH, eupro medientechnik and media it services & consulting GmbH, began to expand
into Asia. Currently, the company has full service prepress sites in Thailand and Cambodia.
“Our production is almost exclusively offshore,” explains Sven Leonhardt-Schuster. “The production sites
in Phuket, Khon Kaen as well as Phnom Penh are our
competitive advantage. One hundred eighty employees
work in Phuket, eighty in Kohn Kaen and three hundred
sixty in Phnom Penh. Due to the time difference, we are
able to process orders around the clock and provide
our customers with their jobs as quickly as possible.”
In addition to German-speaking and international management, the company increasingly focuses on its own,
long-term employees in their respective countries who
have advanced through the company.
“In Thailand, we have a contract with the Thai government to educate and train digital media designers (Mediengestalter). We are the only company permitted to do
so. The training takes place at our site in Khon Kaen,”
adds Sven Leonhardt-Schuster. “After the apprenticeship, an examination has to be taken, and when that
is successfully completed the participants receive their
training certificate.” Eupro group trains more than 100
new digital media designers per year in Thailand.
DALIM SOFTWARE plays a central role in this operation. The orders are input into DALIM ES by the employees at eupro group’s headquarters in Munich, and
also at their sites in Hamburg and Nürnberg. Roles and
responsibilities, as well as the entire workflow, are determined by eupro group member company media it services & consulting GmbH. The offshore employees then
process the orders and, depending upon the customer
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Roland Seebauer, owner oft eupro group

Sven Leonhardt-Schuster, General Manager at gsd international GmbH

or workflow, fine-tuning takes place in direct communication with the customer or via the German companies.
“Establishment of the workflow, allocation of rights etc.
is being carried out centrally from Munich,” explains
Petra Walton, CEO of media it services & consulting
GmbH, responsible for the IT of the entire group. “We
use standard solutions almost exclusively and DALIM
ES is such a standard solution for us. In addition to the
wide range of customers, it is important for us that the
solutions we employ are sustainable and continue to be
developed. DALIM SOFTWARE, as a market leader, is
offering this for us.”

Petra Walton, CEO of media it services & consulting GmbH

“We map all our workflows in DALIM ES. For us, automated processes are imperative, with the manual effort
as minimal as possible. There is hardly anything that we
have not been able to reproduce in DALIM ES,” continues Petra Walton. “We do not need so much support from DALIM SOFTWARE because the system is
designed in such a way that we can handle much of it
with our internal IT support and seldom need to refer to
DALIM SOFTWARE.”

successfully introduced and connected our customers
to DALIM ES. Colour accuracy and reliable, accurate
reproduction are an absolute must for our clients. DALIM
SOFTWARE enables us to fully satisfy our customers
in this respect.”

Before DALIM ES was installed, time-consuming proofs
had to be produced, either locally at eupro group companies or remotely at customer sites. “We have eliminated remote proofs. For years, we have only used
softproofs,” says Sven Leonhardt-Schuster. “We have

Whether the orders are comprised of catalogue pages,
complete catalogues, flyers, brochures, magazine pages, complete magazines, single images or other prepress orders, the offshore employees from eupro group
handle all print and online communication orders as well
as eCommerce orders with the same accuracy. This is
highly valued by all customers. Packaging orders have
been included in the mix for nearly two years now, with
3D rendering also being used.
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“In addition to our own company activities, we now also
have joint ventures with other companies that want to
secure production capacities offshore.”
“Within the past three years, the prepress landscape has changed dramatically,” says Sven Leonhardt-Schuster. “Services now are sold only based
on price. Customers already indicate during the
procurement process that they want offshore pricing to be quoted. Up to now, we have not yet had
customers insisting on production in Germany. We have
strategically selected our locations, both in Germany as
well as abroad. Customer proximity is important.”
And where does eupro group want to be in 10 years?
“We want to be the market leader in our field,” declares
Sven Leonhardt-Schuster. “We will intensify our offshore activities and joint ventures. Growth is occurring
in Asia—no longer primarily in Germany. As to future
developments and trends, we particularly see 3D rendering and CGI as major opportunities. And, of course,
for automated mapping and processing of business
processes, DALIM SOFTWARE will be on board as an
integral part of the process.”
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ES
is Making a

Direct Contribution to

IWCO
Directs 8orkflow

D

ata-driven direct marketing providers do not fit the profile
of a typical DALIM ES user. #ut IWCO Direct, one of the
nation’s largest providers of data-driven direct marketing solutions, is using DALIM ES as one of the underlying asset
management and preflighting tools for its workflow.
IWCO Direct iwco.com has been earning customers’ trust by collaborating with North American marketers for nearly 50 years. The company’s full range of services includes strategy, creative, and production
for multichannel marketing campaigns, along with one of the industry’s
most sophisticated postal logistics strategies for direct mail. Through
Mail-GardÛ, IWCO Direct offers business continuity and disaster recovery services to protect against unexpected business interruptions,
along with providing print and mail outsourcing services. The company
is ISO/IEC 2001 Information Security Management System ISMS
certified through #SI, reflecting its commitment to data security.
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More than seven years ago, IWCO Direct began adding full-color digital print to complement their traditional printing platform, which
used offline laser personalization. Customer
needs were met by using a basic asset management system and creating folders that accepted a few assets for their customers.
“Managing customer content was relatively
simple in the beginning of this Awhite paper environment’ when the use of variable and dynamic content was limited,” said Dave Johannes,
Senior Vice President of Operations. “We installed one digital press in 2010. As customers
adopted the new platform, we continued to
expand, and had ten digital presses by 2014.
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As the digital print/white paper platform grew, we continued to use our
conventional print methodology to manage assets.”
As customers for the new platform grew, preflighting and managing assets became more challenging. “The easy part is buying a digital press.
The tough part for most people, and what catches them off guard, is the
change in workflow from traditional print to the digital press platform,”
notes Johannes. “Most people underestimate it.”

In the traditional print world, there is a prepress department responsible
for color management across print versions. In a white paper environment, the workflow management needs expand to include data processing, content development, asset management, page composition,
postal sorting, and data manipulation to create limitless versions.
In traditional environments, Prepress works with art files for different
versions that are sent to a press to produce preprinted shells. Next,
they are personalized and finished offline, prior to inserting and postal
sorting. “The low hanging fruit for early digital print adopters was postal
savings, achieved by combining multiple preprint shells into a single
digital production run,” remarks Johannes. “Once marketers began to
realize that three to five versions of preprinted shells could be a single
mailstream in the digital environment, their creativity kicked in. Suddenly
three to five versions became 10, then 20, and then unscalable using
our conventional workflow and tools designed to support traditional
print.”

To manage the increasing demand for true one-to-one marketing, IWCO
Direct re-engineered their front-end workflow. This began by looking at
what assets were required. They knew they needed a stronger library
and better preflighting tools, so they looked at several providers and full
suite capabilities. They determined DALIM TWIST and ES were a good
fit, and installation began in 2015.
“DALIM ES is easy to plug and play. IWCO Direct produces high volume, highly variable, direct mail acquisition programs. Since this requires a number of logos and images of multiple sizes, the velocity of
moving assets and files is pretty high,” explains Johannes. “We’ve had
success using DALIM for preflight, as well as reviewing and checking
assets. “DALIM’s tool set allows us to quickly and efficiently evaluate
the structure and layers of furnished assets which, when set up incorrectly, can have a huge impact on printer performance,”Johannes added.
“We use DALIM’s TWIST product to perform these preflight functions
prior to adding assets to our library.”
DALIM’s suite of ES and TWIST is being integrated into IWCO Direct’s full digital workflow along with other tools such as GMC Inspire,
Messagepoint, and Satori for postal sort to build an end-to-end digital
solution.
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Dave Johannes
Senior Vice President of Operations - IWCO Direct

“We like the way DALIM ES is architected. We
included it in our workflow, programmed the
API calls, and made it a part of something bigger. ES has improved productivity the preflighting activity for each image is very good. It has
all the functionality we need, with the additional
benefit of flexibility. It will be a powerful part of
our workflow,” continues Johannes. “Our goal
is to build a portal-based system, with client
access in and out of the system. We are currently testing our internal system in anticipation
of making it available for client access in the
future.”

In the future, clients will be able to upload files
to a customer-based portal and will be able to
drop content, update content, or delete assets.
“We have a few clients who are interested in
using our services for all their asset management. Once these clients are fully integrated,
we could offer asset management as a broader service where they can send content to
other providers,” adds Johannes. “DALIM ES
is a powerful asset management tool. It helps
with preflighting as well as storage and reuse
of assets—and DALIM SOFTWARE has
been a very good partner to work with. With
new ideas and challenges, they help us move
forward.”
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Fashionable DIALOGUE
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Let’s talk fashion

DALIM SOFTWARE’s DIALOGUE Engine is playing a key role in the image post-production

and approval cycle for an international fashion brand’s e-commerce operation

R

ecognised throughout the world as the precursor of modern prêt-à-porter fashion, the
Max Mara Fashion Group (MMFG) is a leading international fashion house. Founded in
1951, it was the first Italian clothing company to offer
Ahaut de gamme’ luxury women’s clothing produced to
the highest industrial standards. The Group has consolidated its position over time thanks to a meticulous,
luxurious style that has continuously achieved increasing success, reflected today in more than 2300 stores
around the world.

Luca Grioni, one of )yphen Italia’s senior project engineers, worked on the project from start
to finish. Grioni has hands-on knowledge of
DALIM SOFTWARE applications and describes the
project thus:
“One of the aspects of implementation covered the
management of photographic image and data flows
for MMFG items, specifically the product images and
data (clothes and fashion accessories) which power
the company’s e-commerce process.”

Foreseeing the implementation of new technology and
new processes based around Marketing Product Master Data management, MMFG decided to instigate an
important technology upgrade in 2014. This was in order to support the Group’s various digital communication and sales channels, and e-commerce in particular,
which was crucial.

The process covered by )yphen Italia’s )SL Chalco
suite encompasses full workflow management o from
photography to publication on the e-commerce platform o and according to Grioni includes
• importing and constant updating of records of products from the company ERP system on Chalco
• generation, in Chalco, of a specific seasonal
e-commerce catalogue (including remapping of
product data from MMFG’s ERP/MIS database to
its e-commerce platform , and the ability to create
subgroups of matching products Alooks’ or Aoutfits’
for photographic purposes
t display of the shooting list for photographers and,
during the photo shoot, automatic association of
pictures with product data via barcode reading at
the time of shooting
t management of the image approval cycle based
on DIALOGUE and image publication for the
e-commerce site.

)yphen Italia was chosen as technology partner and
was given the task of analysing, proposing and implementing a hardware and software solution for industrial-strength management of product photography
based around the DAM (digital asset management) and
PCM (product content management) capabilities of the
Chalco.net online platform and the )SL )yphen Still
Life product photography system.
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The Chalco.net and DIALOGUE Engine integration
provides excellent results in the image approval cycle,
overcoming the various inefficiencies and problems
which have previously characterised photo shoot image
management. Grioni confirms “Previous technological
limitations required all parties involved in the photography and image creation process o photographers, product managers and post-production operators o to all
be working together in a single location over the course
of a photographic session, with slow and expensive manual transfer of images for retouching, previewing and
approval between the various local computers and hard
disks.”

The new workflow enables photographers to send JPG
or TIFF shots from the )SL workstation to the Chalco
system, which regularly notifies remote post-production
operators. These then access the DAM, find and download the images to post-produce, perform the necessary work then upload the post-production images to
the system.
Where approval is required, the relevant product
managers will receive notifications and access
the DAM to preview, comment on and approve the
post-production images through the integration with
DIALOGUE Engine.
If a post-production image is not approved, a notification will be sent to the operator, who can see the online
comments through DIALOGUE, and can then proceed
with the requested modifications. This cycle is repeated
until approval is given.

come clear everything is performed in real time, enabling the various parties o and even those not directly
involved o to have an ever-evolving view of work in progress”.

Luca underlines how “... amongst the advantages of the
new process, based on centralised online components
such as DIALOGUE, the following benefit has also be-

The )SL Chalco solution itself can boast some rather
impressive figures in the 2015 fashion seasons there
were more than 100,000 images shot and managed on
the platform of these, around 20,000 were managed
with the approval workflow based on DIALOGUE Engine, averaging four or five images for every product.
Thanks to DIALOGUE, a highly valuable series of functions, actions and characteristics are available to MMFG
product managers:
t high resolution previewing of images
t accurate colour display of images, thanks to the colour
profiles selected and made available by DIALOGUE on
the individual product managers’ workstations

Luca Grioni,
Senior Project Engineer
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t annotation, with history and author identification
• comparison between the processed post-production
image and its previous version to obtain a rapid decision on the post-production result.

DIALOGUE Engine’s Compare function in particular has
been a critical factor in the implementation project, as
Grioni explains:
“Complex projects such as this often require a business process re-engineering approach, and this is
precisely what has been adopted for MMFG. In this
context, change management is of fundamental importance involving the various parties in the process
and gaining their acceptance is a determining factor for the project’s success. For MMFG, one of the
most important drivers for involvement and acceptance of the system by the product managers was the
Compare function in DIALOGUE Engine, which has
made the image approval phase easy and even pleasurable, thanks to its sleek ergonomics.”

As far as Luca Grioni is concerned, “DIALOGUE is really in fashion.”
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Online Editing Without Limits
The Secret Sauce of Web-to-Print
The new Silicon Designer offers a white label online editing experience
second to none. With unparalleled customization, Designer brings standards-based modularity to another level. Merging the power of Adobe
InDesign Server with HTML5, Designer delivers one of the most powerful
online editing experiences available today.
Key Features
Easy template setup is
accomplished via a powerful
InDesign plugin, which lets
template designers define
editable areas in the document
and indicate how constrained or
freeform the editing experience
will be for each page item.
Customization of the user
interface is easy thanks to
standards-based approaches
familiar to modern web
developers.
Silicon Designer leverages Adobe
InDesign Server to provide
extremely high quality print output
that plays nicely with prepress and
production workflows.
Restful web services as well as a
JavaScript API enable integration
with systems such as shopping
carts and workflow management
tools.

Silicon Designer de-couples the look & feel of the application from its core
functionality. For example: one client might choose a slider to change font
sizes, while another prefers a dropdown. With Designer, both are easily
accommodated, and this flexibility applies across all components of the
interface. No two Silicon Designer implementations look the same, because it is
so easy to customize.
Silicon Designer comprises an extensible set of standards-based solutions
covering template setup, administration, online editing, and page composition.

How It Works
The two core technologies central to Silicon Designer are Adobe InDesign
Server, the highest-quality tool for rendering print output, and HTML5, the
global standard for web content.
By managing a document’s round trip between these two powerful, but also
vastly different forms of rendition, Silicon Designer ensures that when the
InDesign template is loaded into a browser, it appears just as designed.
Then, when a print-ready PDF is generated after your edits are complete,
Designer ensures that it too is rendered to output exactly as it appeared
on-screen during the editing session.
To learn more, visit us at siliconpublishing.com or call us at (925) 935-3899

© 2017 Silicon Publishing Inc.
siliconpublishing.com

ES thumbnail at the heart
of Mondadori magazines

M

ondadori France, publisher of over 30 magazines in France, including Grazia, Pleine
Vie, Auto Plus, Closer and Télé Star, is increasingly using ES for producing its magazines. Jean-Philippe Mas, Editorial IT Project Manager
in the ISD (Information Systems Division), Sylvain Boularand, Prepress Service Manager in the IOD (Industrial
Operations Division), and Christophe Guérin, his deputy, talk about the integration process.

internal processing. The subcontractor will take care
of the “hot” sections with late deadline for schedule
flexibility reasons,
• Titles managed 100% internally, including advertising
pages.
J-P M: In this context, it was essential to set up a
thumbnail tool for two reasons in particular:
• To provide production monitoring for the prepress department with statistical and analysis tools to optimise
the scaling up of this department with a view to increasing the number of titles processed.
• The external service providers offered the editors their
own digital thumbnail tools for validation requests and
corrections. In moving these titles in-house, we had
to provide the editors with the same level of service
quality.

In what context did ES arrive at Mondadori?
J-P M: We started to internalise the photoengraving of
our magazines several years ago, either into the internal
prepress department when there was a need for expertise (cropping, photo retouching, etc.) or directly into
the editorial offices thanks to automatic tools for image
processing, PDF generation and automating tasks without added value.

How did you come to choose this tool?
J-P M: ES, from DALIM SOFTWARE, quickly emerged
as the most robust on the market, used as a reference
by our external photoengravers. After reviewing the competition, the choice was made quite naturally, the ISD
and the IOD quickly agreed.

S B: We have three operating modes for photoengraving with the editorial offices
• Titles processed 100% externally, whereby the photoengravers provide us with their digital thumbnails,
• Sharing the titles between external photoengraver and
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How did the integration of ES go?
S B: At Mondadori, we observe quite strict computer protocols, within which the integration of ES ran
smoothly.
We are deploying it gradually. We know we could do
many more things, but we like to concentrate on the
heart of the matter.
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J-P M: Our deployment phase is rolling out title by title.
We follow strict acceptance procedures that guarantee the stability of our production environment. DALIM
SOFTWARE has provided us with a technical procedure that allows us to reproduce the test installation
identically in production. A dummy run of a pilot title,
Sciences & Vie Découvertes, was conducted by the internal prepress. After checking its quality, we presented
it to the editors and asked them to use ES for the next
issue. The operation was a great success and training
was fast because the tool is intuitive.
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C G: With Sciences & Vie Découvertes, which is 84
pages, the editors did have some reservations, but they
disappeared quite quickly. We now have about ten titles: Sciences & Vie Junior, SVJ hors-série, SV, L’Auto-Journal, le Chasseur Français, Nous Deux, la Revue
nationale de la chasse, Grand Gibier, La Veillée des
Chaumières, amongst others.

NUTRITION

MÉDECINE

J’EN VEUX !

QUESTIONS/RÉPONSES

J-P M: The easiest thing for us was to move to ES the
titles that are already processed 100% internally. When
all the internal titles have been deployed, the mixed titles,
temporarily assembled at the external photoengraver’s,
will each in turn be switched to Mondadori’s ES. Centralisation allows Mondadori to minimise the impact of
any potential change in photogravure provider.

What advantages do you get from ES in everyday
work?
C G: With this tool, you really know where you are with
things at any given moment. From an organisational perspective, it is excellent; you have a clearer picture of
how the magazine is progressing, which previously was
very fragmented. We also found it difficult to find the
right partners, but installing ES meant we had to go and
look for them. The solution from DALIM SOFTWARE
brings together all the departments involved: promotion,
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advertising, subscriptions, etc. Today, the more titles
we deploy, the more time we gain in their management.
Further time is saved because the PDF is automatically
transferred to the printer whereas previously we had to
send it manually by FTP. Multiplied by twenty titles, you
soon see the point! Another advantage is the traceability: which pages often come back to validation? Why?
This allows us to pinpoint what may be improved within
photogravure to increase productivity.

Enquête sur les
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américaines
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Philippe Starck :
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Semaine du 1er au 7 avril 2016
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S B: The advantage of the ES system, besides its simplicity and the abandonment of paper thumbnails, lies in
being masters of our production in the short-term by internalising the thumbnails into all editorial offices, including those that are external. The external photoengravers
will feed into Mondadori’s ES by putting their documents
on our server. We will gain flexibility without losing sight
of the precise progress of production.

Les soirées
TV les plus
détaillées

What would you like to see in any subsequent
development of ES?
S B: In terms of development, a real plus that could be
added to the tool would be to provide access, live, to
the costs incurred by the corrections on a page, or to
establish a warning system to advise a threshold is being
exceeded*.

Révélations

Koh-Lanta

Et le sexe dans
tout ça ?
P.20

Are you exploring other possibilities with DALIM
SOFTWARE?
J-P M: Alongside internalisation into ES, we are currently deploying a plurimedia editorial tool. We have worked
with DALIM SOFTWARE on drafting specifications for
interconnection between the editorial tool and the prepress tool. How do these tools need to communicate
with each other? What are the triggers in the editorial
tool for exporting certain information to ES, and in what
format will that be done We are currently defining the
information circuits, then the bridges, so that eventually
we will have one overall solution rather than two separate tools. Via its API, the ES solution will then be fully
integrated into our editorial production flow.

4 AVRIL 2016
SUISSE : 2,50 FS
ESPAGNE : 1,70€
MAROC : 17 DH
PORT. CONT : 1,80€
TUNISIE : 2,5 DTU

www.telestar.fr
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Î

Î

Interview by Didier Destabeaux

* Editor’s note: In response to this request, the new version of ES, ES5, presented at drupa 2016, offers a new module
that makes it possible to generate KPI (key performance indicators) according to the chosen strategy.
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Essential proofs
for Pr1mary Color
8

P

rimary Color is a global visual solutions company, turning heads and getting results with
next-level marketing products since 1984.
Whether it’s a project as small as a greeting
card or as colossal as a skyscraper, they have it covered. They operate four state-of-the-art facilities—three
in the Los Angeles area and one on Shanghai—with
six core print services under their roofs: premedia, litho,
large format digital, digital silkscreen, dye-sublimation,
and variable data digital. All of these are color managed
to each other, ensuring brand consistency for its clients
across all print marketing materials. Primary Color has
been certified as a G Master Printer and is an FSC
and 3M certified company. Primary Color’s heritage and
core competency is premedia, something they like to
use to differentiate itself from other printers.

“Bay Digital, our reseller, helped with the installation,”
remembers Chris Milos, Primary Color Management
Specialist and Workflow Automation RD. “In fact, they
have been extremely helpful. They always answer the
phone immediately, and assist us as quickly as possible.
They’re terrific.”

Until four years ago, Primary Color had been using a proofing and viewing color management solution that worked
well for them, but the interface wasn’t easy for their clients
to use. At the same time, some of Primary Color’s clients—
and prospects—had been working with DALIM ES. They
asked Primary Color to look at it, because it could help
communications. They decided to invest in it.

“DIALOGUE Engine’s color management control is very
granular, versatile and flexible. Our clients and we can
calibrate and use nearly any monitor to view accurate
color it’s not limited to a specific monitor or system.
We usually make an initial office visit to connect the
spectrophotometer to the monitor and teach the client
how to calibrate it. The rest is easy,” comments Milos.

DALIM ES is used both for proofing and for workflows.
“We provide a few of our clients full, password protected access to our server where they upload images for
us to retouch,” explains Milos. “DALIM ES is a good
communication tool and keeps track of everything. The
DIALOGUE Engine within ES also happens to be a very
good color management engine. It enables us to set
up color viewing for formal reviews, as well as formal
processes for approvals.”
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“We also do brand management, so accurately matching
our work is critical. We color manage across devices
and substrates and output—and even our four facilities—
making sure that the brand is communicated correctly
to the customer.”

view their job directories securely in the Primary Color
server from within DIALOGUE Engine. They can access
the folders from within DIALOGUE Engine.

“One of our clients, a large retailer, requested a sizeable
campaign requiring us to build 340 mechanicals,” notes
Milos. “I can only imagine the nightmare it would have
been to proof each piece manually. There were different
sizes, images, texts, and locations—and other specific
content. #ut, with ES, it was easy for the client to review
them. It would have been a logistic nightmare if done
in an analog way. And, tracking car brochures and car
retouching is something that I know would be difficult if
I were still doing it manually myself. We really appreciate
that it is digital now.”

“Paper proofing is outdated. Our clients like the DIALOGUE Engine technology because the interface is
very clean and easily accessible,” adds Milos. “DALIM
ES client communication tools are accelerated for corrections. It’s easy to keep track of changes and log
revisions. We have also been able to promote DALIM
ES as a green service. There are no drivers or delivery
services sending proofs, and the online system is faster
and easy to use. In fact, my favorite thing about ES is
revision tracking.”

“DALIM ES has been easy to implement, it’s fast, and it’s
accurate,” summarizes Milos. “We know we can build an
even simpler interface, and make it even more efficient to
get things done. Although we don’t have any solid plans,
we are definitely looking into other features in ES. Who
knows where it will end up?”

How Primary Color conducts business really depends
upon each customer, and ES is flexible enough to be set
individually everyone. From DALIM ES, approved images
are sent to other file systems.
One of the features that Milos has not used yet, but
piques his interest, is the ability for clients to access and
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How the

CRE RATP

is consolidating its

communications

network with the

ES
portal

T

he third-biggest works council in France, after
those of EDF-GDF and the SNCF, the Comité de
Régie d’entreprise (CRE – Works Council) of RATP
employees is a private organisation with almost 500 employees, founded 70 years ago (1947). It receives funding
from the RATP (a public body), which allows it to develop
a range of social and cultural activities for current and retired employees of the RATP. The CRE therefore needs to
communicate about the services it offers: cinema tickets,
exhibition visits, holiday destinations, children’s summer
camps, i.e. a wide range of sporting, cultural and leisure
activities.
Patricia Guillamot, who has been Director of communications for the CRE RATP for the last 4 years, is in the
process of bringing a number of previously subcontracted
packages back in house, as she believes the Communications department offers real added value:
“We were producing a number of supporting materials
for the CRE’s various programmes flyers, posters, documentation), and we noticed that sometimes the process wasn’t working well, deadlines would be pushed
back, and reprints would take a long time. We realised
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that our file transfer and archiving systems were either
not fit for purpose or non-existent. This created problems in terms of scheduling, asset protection, archiving
and storage, and meant that our communications service was suboptimal. We were slow to react and lacked
autonomy. We were contracting out, but had untapped
human resources. All this affected our ability to support
and advise other departments, and created stress, as
we alternated between frenzied activity and waiting for
files. We needed to change our process for the design
and production of supporting materials. The volume we
deal with is tremendous: between all our documents, we
printed over 600,000 copies in 2016.

this solution was its almost “made to measure”, personalised and scalable nature. Then we created a very detailed technical specification setting out our requirements.
To produce this, we formed an internal project team that
made an inventory of our supporting materials and dissected our work, so that DALIM SOFTWARE’s solution
could be tailored to our needs as closely as possible.
Another major plus was the care they took to familiarise
themselves with our situation, working on the ground
with our team to follow our production processes closely.
Upstream of the project, DALIM SOFTWARE’s partner
company, Galilée, visited us and cooperated with the graphics studio and the Director of Communications to see
how we worked. Then Galilée took care of all solution
implementation, as well as providing 4 or 5 training sessions during 2016, some of them highly technical, others
teaching users about the interface.

“We issued a call for tenders in 2015, after having presented our pre-project to the representatives. (The CRE
works somewhat like a local government, with an administrative structure implementing policies set by elected
representatives). Following our proposal to invest in a
production workflow, a call for tenders went out, and 8
service providers responded. 3 proposals were considered in-depth by a procurement committee, and DALIM
SOFTWARE was chosen. What appealed to us about

“In order to make ES feel like our own, we renamed it,
“Créacom”. Every team that needs communications support can make a request via the Cr²acom interface. Once
the request has been signed off by that team’s management, it comes to us, and goes through a number of
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essential stages before the project begins. This means
we have been able to set out a framework, including requiring a brief and a visual study, as well as asking for a
destination, aim, number of copies, date, etc. The tool lets
us include a provisional timetable, so the user can see if
it’s already too late, and if they will need to opt for digital
content rather than printed materials. ES enabled us to be
much clearer and more transparent about the process for
creating and producing supporting materials, especially
for users but also within our team.
“The longest stage was identifying a lead person for
communications within each team that uses our services,
as well as who was responsible for signing off projects
and who could deputise for them. It was quite a long
and sometimes complicated process, but it meant the
teams could take on more responsibility for their own projects. Now that we have a collaborative platform, sign off
doesn’t come from a communications manager but instead from the project lead within the teams. It also means
we can make suggestions for improvements. We quickly
realised that each team needed to make its own sign off
process clearer, and the designated communications lead
wasn’t always the relevant person. ES held a mirror up
to our organisation, whereas before the communications
team acted as some sort of buffer, an adjustment variable. Now things are clearer, we have concrete examples
where things that used to take weeks now take days. The
teams that use our services have told us how satisfied
they are with the quicker turnaround. The platform was
launched two months ago, we should have soon our first
set of data to analyse.

DIALOGUE Engine softproofing annotation view
“Going digital has meant things flow more smoothly. As
everyone involved can see where things are up to in real
time, and is notified when action is required, the process
is a lot more responsive at every level: design, printing,
finishing, distributiony
The tool also offers us the option to archive supporting
materials that have been produced in the past. Some
documents are perennial, with slight modifications each
time: prices need to be updated, or the publication year
changed. By archiving them all in the same place, the tool

Comparing 2 revisions in the DIALOGUE view

ES Flatplan view
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Patricia Guillamot, Director of communications for the CRE RATP
the process, whereas we only used to use it sparingly
when we contracted it out, for cost reasons. We’ve finally reached CRE 2.201! Furthermore, at the moment
we’re thinking about acquiring a module to manage our
photo library (DAM), integrated into Créacom (ES), so
everyone can look at the image database and give the
graphic designer clearer instructions. If we could have
a single platform that brought together all our artwork,
archives and supporting materials, and provided access
to all our digital, video and photo archives, it would save
time and make day-to-day tasks easier for everyone.

will make it easier to access them, and let us play a fuller
role in supporting and advising teams. By getting rid of
these time-consuming tasks, we are able to recommend
a particular version of a poster, change a visual, suggest a
specific medium or think differently about communication,
providing our real added value upstream in the analysis
and preparation phases.

The way of accessing information has evolved for people
working at RATP, Créacom will be the tool supporting an
even more impacting communication strategy.”

“We recently integrated a Fluidbook generation module
into ES, so we can make a paper document available on
the web as an ePub file. It has become a natural part of

Name of company:
Area of activity:
Workforce:
DALIM SOFTWARE solutions used:
Reason for purchase:

BRANDS & RETAIL

Interview conducted by Didier Destabeaux

CRE RATP
socio-cultural and sporting opportunities for RATP employees (58,000)
approx. 500
TWIST Engine, ES Core Engine, DIALOGUE Engine, Flatplan modules, ES Enterprise project
tracking, Custom Job Ticket, e-Publication
bringing company communications back in house, improving document production nows,
making archiving more sustainable, making resources available online
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Omni Channel
Experience
DX (digital experience) is the key to everything
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T

he new world of customer engagement has
changed during the past few years. The marketing technology ecosystem is a world where
the empowered customer rules, and the demand for rich media to fuel customer experiences is
high.
Customers rely on the content you produce to create
relevant interactions with your brand. While content
is the primary milestone, rich media – like images and
videos – bring value to your ad. Text is important, but
rich media is unparalleled in its ability to drive customer
attention and create emotional connections.

A DAM Digital Asset Management is the first requirement for any organization wishing to organize its content and retrieve it with custom and advanced searches—now driven with learning engines. But alongside
the tools and practices of understanding the audience,
the efficient management and delivery of content outside an HTML page is a growing business imperative. Do you think that a DAM can be the home of your
brand?
After reviewing some of the unique core features of
the DALIM ES that fits your organization, we will see
how we can maximize the value of your content using a
custom web gate portal. Finally, we will review how the
CMS (Content Management System) and WCM (Web
Content Management system) is currently the answer
to customer engagement across the omni-channel
business process management.
At the heart of the digital place the DALIM ES. It acts
as a single source of truth for your marketing organization. How much time is spent by your organization
retrieving assets? The DAM brings together people,
processes, and data to make many essential content
marketing workflows—including creative collaboration,
content review and approval, brand management, version control, and license management—more streamlined and efficient.
ES 5 is a robust enterprise DAM that offers benefits
that span the content lifecycle from creation to management to distribution to storage, so it can help your
organization master the challenges of modern content
marketing. 1
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By allowing your team to create content once and then
customize it for delivery across multiple media channels,
an ES DAM helps you reach more customers on more
platforms with more targeted content so that you can
be more effective at making sales. And, ES 5 can interface with your existing marketing automation solutions
to provide a single view into all of your marketing data,
analytics, and resources.
With ES5 you have a set of tools (web widgets) to design your custom smartview. The design is not only the
definition of how the objects are placed, but is also the
clear representation of the customer experience. ES5
brings order to complexity. 2

The benefits of a DAM to improve time to market and the
omni-channel engagement include:
• Increased productivity through collaboration and workflows, making your DAM the repository of truth for the
entire organization.
• Protecting the content of your brand and unlocking
your digital assets with rights clearance.
• Integrating all your marketing technology with API connectivity.
• Providing a new user shopping experience to manage the content across all the new digital formats: 3D,
augmented reality, video 360, etc.
t To be at the heart of the customer journey and synchronizing all the right content across channels.
• Thinking personalization and local, to manage different
languages to obtain resonant offers.
In order to deliver a new user engagement, it was time
for ES to deliver simplicity and offer a new DAM portal.
The ES Desktop is a new way of sharing digital content
to the end customer. By making it easy for team members to access the digital assets they need, an ES DAM
accelerates review, approval, and delivery of final files to
distribute content to market faster, giving you an edge
over your competition
ES Desktop makes it significantly faster and easier to
repurpose content across devices and platforms, opening up possibilities for new revenue streams.
A DAM can be integrated with your marketing resource
management (MRM), product information management
(PIM), content management system (CMS), customer
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relationship management (CRM), or other marketing automation solutions. It acts as a single source of truth that
helps you better manage projects, allocate resources,
personalize and target content, and understand which assets are performing best across different channels. 3

From the last Gartner report (Critical Capabilities for
Horizontal Portals by Jim Murphy, Gene Phifer, Gavin
Tay, Magnus Revang - November 2016) it was analyzed
that selecting web portal software remains difficult because of the expanding scope and increasing overlap
you can find among related product categories. DALIM
SOFTWARE has the responsibility of bringing innovations for portal initiatives, and identifying the capabilities
that matter most in support of business goals.

Becoming relevant to the user

Most brands, retailers and agencies now take it for granted
that they can reach customers seamlessly across different
devices and channels. Moreover, they expect the customer
experience of your digital presence to be as good as, if not
better than, their experiences elsewhere. Can you deliver?

The Web portal market embodies a set of capabilities
at the top of the digital experience platform market, representing a more comprehensive set of capabilities
required for digital presence.

Users demand to engage with you at their convenience, on
whichever device they are using, wherever and whenever it
suits them. This might be a mobile phone, tablet, desktop,
or perhaps something more unusual, yet increasingly popular, such as a smartwatch or other ‘thing’ connected to
the Internet.

HTML web portals and web content management
(WCM) systems can now easily support digital marketing and participate as the home of the brand. WCM is a
modern way to empower business users, but also exists
at the heart of your application of big data and machine
learning to improve the customer engagement.

Devices provide access to multiple channels through a
range of clients. These go beyond web (e.g, Chrome) and
email (e.g., GMail) and include a proliferation of new channels covering social media (e.g., Twitter app) and custom
offerings, such as employer apps. With the Internet increasingly accessed by more ‘things’, dedicated device/client
combinations are creating a plethora of new and niche
channels to consider—or not

DALIM SOFTWARE wanted to make sense of providing
smart connections to your favorite CMS. The most commonly used CMS by brands worldwide is WordPress,
offering an easy and stunning web experience. Always
at the cutting edge of the mobile-responsive experience
and in a cost-effective way, WordPress offers control
and facilitates the process as one that both talks (publishes) and listens (ingests) content. 4

The challenge is to establish and maintain an outstanding
digital presence that is beneficial to your brand and business, yet sustainable. Being present is no longer enough:
being differentiated means being relevant to your customers or employees at their convenience. It is imperative
to be relevant to the user—all of this within the limits of your
budget and/or team.

Now, directly from WordPress, you can click on the ES
icon to search, view and insert your files into your articles. Key features include:
• Selection of all types of media, including photos and
videos
• Searches from WordPress
• Creating image galleries
• Displaying IPTC proprieties from DALIM ES
• Options for layouts
• Images in a gallery: from a list, grid, miniatures, or carousel
• Creating a video playlist

Digital requires visionary thinking as well as the technology
that can enable realization of that vision, today and tomorrow. It means seamless digital experiences to in-house
users and customers. And it means being agile enough
to pivot when customers change their conversations, as
well as expansion as successes increase your bottom-line.
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3

ES Desktop to drive a new digital experience.

4
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5

But if you are working in an entreprise organization,
you probably have to manage multiple websites. DALIM
SOFWARE has a new partnership with JAHIA. JAHIA
provides a platform that unifies content management,
portal, digital marketing and commerce that matches
enterprise needs. 5
JAHIA’s greatest strengths lie in architecture and development, web content, and cloud capabilities. Like
many other providers, JAHIA focuses its marketing
efforts on the surge of interest and spending in digital marketing and other customer-facing scenarios.
However, when it comes to the needs of leading-edge
organizations, Gartner finds the JA)IA offering as one
of the most adequately equipped for those seeking a
common architecture that supports a wider range of
portal initiatives. 6
Digital Experience is the core of your
digital enterprise.

Now you can manage your entire digital ecosystem to
drive value through quality customer experiences with
your brand. Your tailored User Experience Platform
(UXP) is the ‘engine’ that helps you develop and deliver
quality digital experiences for all users both external
customers and your internal colleagues.
WordPress is used by 27.4% of all the
websites, that is a content management system market share of 58.6%.

Vendors’ Product Scores for the Portal as a Common Architectural Framework Use Case from Gartner report (
Critical Capabilities for Horizontal Portals by Jim Murphy,
Gene Phifer, Gavin Tay, Magnus Revang - November 2016)
7

How are you working for your organization? Are you
spending time developing an asset collection from your
DAM and managing the digital delivery to your CMS
without any automation? If you want to avoid spending
way too much money, the time of doing this manually
is over.
DALIM SOFTWARE GmbH and JAHIA have unveiled
a connector to drive your assets from the DAM to the
CMS, making them available from the JAHIA Public
App Store. From JAHIA you can simply select the right
content to publish at the right time. 8
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8

7

Product or Service Scores for Portal as a Common Architectural
Framework

6
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The new ES -JAHIA connector we are rolling out has a
number of new features:
• Connect to an asset
• Connect to a folder
• Support any asset (picture, video)
• Gallery templates samples for pictures (carousel,
slideshow, lightbox, flaty
• DIALOGUE Engine action
• Metadata information
• Advanced search

What you need is a single source of truth to organize
your digital content. DALIM ES 5 is the clear representation of that goal, from the DAM up to the BPM
(Business Process Management) to maximize value of
your brand.
DALIM ES5 and these new CMS connectors offer the
ability to employ a range of content management capabilities (whether their own or from third parties) to
improve the portal experience for the user and impact
for the business.

Conclusion

Choosing the right DAM and CMS platform is not just
about choosing a technology. It is about choosing a
platform that fits your business needs and objectives. In
the scope of the omni-channel brand challenges, from
your creative team up to the digital delivery, you need a
seamless workflow without comprise, that also is easy
on your corporate budget. The time spending excess
resources for a custom-developed or sophisticated, integrated CMS is over.

DALIM ES DAM and WCM can help marketers build
strong, coherent brands by keeping distributed teams,
creative content and brand guidelines in sync. Now it is
the time for marketers to work smarter to accelerate project cycles, streamline distribution of content and automate repetitive tasks—and to connect stakeholders and
creative assets with their teams and touchpoints. Only
then will it provide self-serve access from anywhere
along with clear metrics for understanding use.

ES integrates all brand channels from DAM to WCM
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HTTP volume in JAHIA : Any folder or volume can be set as http mounting point in JAHIA using the ES API.

Browse your DAM from the CMS and provides stunning galleries and full responsive UI: Select the assets you want to publish and apply a html template to
design a nice gallery.
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Making Marketing

F
l
ow
A
rizona is the largest cross-media services provider in Brazil and Latin America, employing
a team of more than 300 professionals with
headquarters in Sao Paulo, and branches in
Rio de Janeiro, Porto Alegre and Buenos Aires, Argentina. It has been recognized as one of the 20 most innovative companies in Latin America by NBC Universal.

Most jobs on ES are consumer product catalogs, localized for multiple regions in Latin America, with several
approval steps which are easily configured in ES

The company provides solutions and services for brands
and agencies such as Carrefour, Coca-Cola, Santander, Mitsubishi, Natura, McCann Erickson, Publicis and
Dentsu, among others, keeping an accelerated pace
of growth during the last two decades. In spite of its
origins as a litho printer, Arizona quickly evolved into
premedia services, developing its own digital asset management (DAM) system and related technologies.

Approvals to large, multi-language catalogs are managed by DALIM ES.

Arizona has been a loyal client of DALIM SOFTWARE
solutions for many years, with several TWIST and DIALOGUE Engine servers installed at the main office and
satellite installations at customer premises. More recently, the company made DALIM ES available for its catalog clients, allowing for collaboration between multiple
stakeholders in Latin America.

Flatplan collaboration and approval has been much appreciated by ES users, who submit an average of 1,000
files every week to be collaborated on.

Weekly File Upload to ES Flatplan Server
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Color management capabilities of the DALIM ES approval tool are put to good use on cosmetics catalogs,
where color-accurate product shots as well as catalog
page content are critical to successful approvals,.

”Our clients do appreciate the convenience of browsing
through the virtual book for an overview of the publication, as well as being able to collaborate on minute
details from the HTML5 viewer.” – Clovis Castanho,
Director of Operations.

Upon a collaboration request, an HTML5 interface with
custom fields and actions buttons is loaded up with
DIALOGUE Engine, and the requested file available for
corrections / markups.
Arizona has an in-house software development team,
creating technology solutions that could not be
otherwise acquired on the market, such as its BPM
(business process management) module, leveraged by
its own DAM (digital asset management system) and
comprised of the Visto platform.
Within Visto, it is possible to model and manage very
complex business processes that may require integration to legacy and external systems, such as MIS,
e-commerce or manufacturing systems.

As some business process tasks may require collaboration with digital assets, Arizona chose DIALOGUE Engine as a collaboration tool. It has been integrated into
the #PM engine and is to the user within configurable
HTML5 interfaces.

Collaboration actions trigger new tasks that are modeled into flexible #PM workflows. A sample workflow is
shown below

The following screenshots depict the DAM interface
with a list of assets to be collaborated on, within multiple
business processes
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Once approved, files are usually imported into the Visto DAM, along with the
metadata that may come from the process variables for indexing and further
repurposing.

Arizona also uses DALIM SOFTWARE tools to improve its internal productivity, linking its proprietary production DAM/workflow arizona.flow system
to TWIST servers for file conversion and multiple on-demand processing
queues. Signaling functions are performed by TCL scripts within TWIST
workflows that use arizona.flow API RESTful services.

Sample file conversion workflow linked to production-DAM arizona.flow
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Silicon
Publishing

The world’s leading provider of
Adobe InDesign Server solutions.
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S

ilicon Publishing has been automating Adobe
InDesign since it was born, and has steadily
grown over the years. The team now includes
a number of original Adobe InDesign developers, including luminaries such as Olav Martin Kvern,
the world authority on InDesign automation (as well as a
major contributor to the PageMaker, Visio, and InDesign
products).
Today, Silicon Publishing extends InDesign Server and
other Adobe technologies to deliver the largest and
most unique publishing solutions in the world for such
iconic brands as Nike, Disney, Google, Hallmark, and
Conde Nast. Masters at extending Adobe technology,
they bring the strong graphic rendition power of Adobe
tools to a diverse array of specialized use cases.
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• Silicon Paginator automates content flow through
structured templates for automated delivery of data-driven publications, again using InDesign for template management and InDesign Server to deliver the
highest-quality print output. From catalogs to sales
collateral or complete marketing campaigns, Paginator
enables the world’s largest publishing workflows to deliver customized content to millions around the globe.

Connect, Design, Paginate

The company’s products are the result of years of intensive development across three related and highly-complimentary product families.
• Silicon Connector connects Adobe InDesign to graphical assets directly via HTTP. This has proven ROI
for authoring workgroups, and has been deployed
successfully to thousands of users around the world.
Asset linking is simple yet essential to collaboration
and productivity.
• Silicon Designer lets users work with InDesign templates in an online editor, rendering InDesign-based
output from a mobile-friendly, HTML5-based, completely configurable authoring interface. This ensures
quality, consistency and configurability across projects
large or small, geographically-distributed or close at
hand.

Silicon Designer:
Online editing without limits

Silicon Publishing’s flagship product, Silicon Designer,
is a revolutionary online editing solution based on Adobe
InDesign Server. This product represents the culmination of years spent building some of the largest web-toprint solutions on the planet.

Silicon Designer is a complete end-to-end web-to-print
solution supporting a vast range of document types and
diverse authoring experiences. With Silicon Designer:
• Designers build templates using Adobe InDesign,
defining editable text areas and replaceable images,
among a wealth of other behaviors.
• The template setup process informs the online editing
experience with complete granularity, whether
- Defining appropriate input controls for specific
page objects, or
- Associating text and images with variable information.
• End-users manage templates and custom documents
through a powerful, completely-configurable online
interface.
• The editing process results in high-quality print and
web output using Adobe InDesign Server.
Silicon Paginator:
Easily generating complex, data-driven
documents

Silicon Paginator automates the production of complex documents for high-quality print by using Adobe
InDesign Server. Users can pull data from a wide array of sources to generate customized or personalized
documents, such as catalogs, directories, one-to-one
marketing pieces, financial statements, and insurance
booklets. The Adobe InDesign Server composition engine assures users of the very finest print output possible, using templates defined via desktop InDesign,
today’s design tool of choice.
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With Silicon Paginator, templates are laid out in Adobe
InDesign, defining how data will flow through them for
print or other delivery channels. Designers associate
data sources to text flows, control sorting and grouping
of output, and define how static content is integrated
into a fundamentally dynamic publishing process.

lability and “lights out” automation of Paginator is a
huge ongoing benefit for Royal Caribbean.
Designers collaborating on any Royal Caribbean automation project are empowered to control the design
intent throughout the entire process. Because templates are built using standard InDesign styles and
geometries, template design is very powerful. This
means that by simply changing fonts or paragraph and
character styles, or even the swatches of a document,
rapid and comprehensive changes in the overall look
and feel are possible. Going beyond this, Silicon Publishing also offers designers a host of new ways to
control the process, allowing for changes in database
schema or page flow that can often be made by a
designer with no programming involved.

The travel industry represents one of the classic Silicon Paginator use cases. For example, after booking
a cruise on Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines, customers
soon receive a customized cruise booklet, generated
by Paginator, that contains all of their cruise information. Itineraries, details about ports of call, confirmation
of others in the party—everything is neatly integrated
into each customer’s personalized cruise booklet. With
a volume of over 10,000 of these books a day, the sca-
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Silicon Connector:
A direct link to cloud assets from InDesign

Silicon Connector is a revolutionary plug-in for Adobe InDesign that enables
direct linking to Cloud-based assets on web servers or in DAMs. Before Silicon Connector, InDesign could only make links to assets in the computer’s
file system or on a network drive. No longer. With Silicon Connector, the user
simply drags/drops DAM assets into InDesign documents and direct links are
automatically created. When the asset is updated in the DAM, it’s updated in
InDesign as well.

Using direct URL-based asset links is a liberating experience for design shops
used to collaborative authoring, whether in cloud-based or on-premise DAM
implementations. No longer is there a need to download files, link to local duplicates, or resort to cumbersome packaging and re-linking in order to share
or update InDesign documents. Instead, with Connector, only the InDesign
file is shared, while the assets remain in the DAM. Not only does a secure,
central asset repository save huge amounts of time, it eliminates duplication
of redundant assets and dramatically reduces the consequent risk of error.
Box is the most extreme example of the value proposition inherent to this type
of connectivity. As a purely cloud-based storage platform, Box was one of the
first to witness the collision of InDesign’s file-centric nature with the world of
cloud-based assets: they came to Silicon Publishing for a solution. Bringing
vanilla InDesign to #ox is extremely inefficient and error-prone, as the filebased links in InDesign have no relationship to the URL-based links of Box.
Silicon Connector lets users keep their assets in Box and simply reference
them, avoiding the syncing, re-linking, and asset duplication that is inevitable
without URL-based linking.
Silicon Publishing and DALIM SOFTWARE:
Connecting the Adobe Creative Cloud to ES5

With the release of Dalim ES5, Silicon Publishing is proud to offer similar
extensions and plug-ins for major Adobe Creative Cloud apps that enable
direct, real-time reference to ES5 assets, with HTTP linkage technology providing the most effective and direct asset access possible. Beyond mere
connectivity, the online design capability available through Silicon Designer,
coupled with the database publishing functionality of Silicon Paginator, are
expected to be increasingly closely-integrated with DALIM SOFTWARE technologies in the near future.
With the roots of Silicon Publishing going back to the dawn of “electronic
publishing”, it is natural that they’ve aligned with a partner such as DALIM
SOFTWARE with a comparably rich history. Like DALIM SOFTWARE, having
a historical perspective doesn’t mean that Silicon Publishing rests on its laurels
or foists legacy product on the world. Rather, Silicon Publishing continues
a tradition of making breakthrough advances and discoveries, from creating
online design capability still unrivaled in the industry, to current initiatives advancing graphic and web publishing technology that are likely to raise the bar
again for years to come.
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Effective project management at

SCPGREY
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S

CPGREY is an integrated full-service agency,
which means they have everything needed to
create strong and effective communication in
all channels. SCPGREY create inspiring content independently of market, media and platform. Everything from brand studies, brand spiritTM, workshops and
planning to integrated campaigns, digital productions,
exhibitions and prints.
Since 1997, SCPGREY belongs to ”Grey Group” which
is part of WPP, the world’s largest advertising agency
network with around 175 000 employees in more than
3000 agencies in 110 countries. In 2014, the network
GREY got the reward ”Agency of the Year” by the prestigious magazine Advertising Age.
Since many years, SCPGREY is using production solutions from DALIM SOFTWARE. About three years ago
they decided to upgrade their system to ES, a centralized project management solution and workflow for multi
channel production. Today they use ES to manage a
global brochure production for Volvo Car Group. The
production is done twice a year and includes brochures
for all car models for 28 different markets. Pär Gorner (IT
Manager) and Annika Trana Lagerholm (Client Service
Director) are both involved in this project.
What demands and requirements did you have on
an upgrade to ES?
We found that our client assignments had become increasingly more complex, which resulted in higher demands on our systems and routins. We needed a central project management system that could handle all
aspects of the production workflow and that involved all
people/stakeholders of the project.
Why did you choose ES?
ES is a web based (HTML5), easy to use project management solution that involves the complete production
workflow and all stakeholders. The solution has a great
process overview, high quality assurance, reliability in
it’s delivery and does also meet the requirements from
a security aspect (by providing unique logins for all the
different users).
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For us, color managed softproofing and competent revision management were also important aspects.
Can you describe how you are using the solution
today?
Today we have two different workflows in ES. One workflow manages image production and the other one is
handling brochure production. Volvo Car Group is one
of the biggest customers we handle in this system.
The image production is handled in three steps and is
initiated from Volvo Cars with a draft image, which is
tagged with all the important information needed fo the
image production. The next step is that the suppliers
(photographer, artist) produce the image. Finally the image needs to be apporoved by Volvo Cars.
The brochure production is a much more extensive
workflow. The brochure production for Volvo Cars is
done twice a year. First of all, the drafts of all the various
brochures are created and sent for internal remittance
to the stake holders of the project. When the content

Annika Trana Lagerholm (Client Service
Director)
and
Pär Gorner (IT Manager) at SCPGREY.
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All material is handled in our Xinet media asset management solution, for both internal and external production.
Enfocus Switch is handling all production automated
workflows, all communication between the ES server
and the media bank as well as the deliveries to and from
external partners and customers.
What are the benefits of using ES for you?
It would be impossible to handle projects of this size
without an efficient project management solution like
ES. The coordination, overview, quality assurance and
the efficiency of the project which ES delivers is essential.
What does the future look like?
We are very satisfied with ES and we are of course
constantly looking into how to improve our workflow to
meet new demands and more customers. Therefore it is
of great importance that the system is scalable, so that
we easily can grow and add more performance, features
and number of licenses.
How does NI Solutions as a consulting partner assist you?
NI Solutions consultants helped us with the implementation and training when we started up with ES. Now we
have an ongoing dialogue with NI Solutions concerning
updates and development of our workflow. We are very
satisfied with NI Solutions as a consulting partner. It
is great to have an external discussion partner, who is
familiar with our system and the industry in general.

of a brochure is approved, it is time to involve all the 28
markets around the world. A text for local translation is
distributed through the system, so that it can be translated locally and sent back. After that, ’reviews’ for proofing
and adaptation of the content is created. Thanks to an
intuitive, web based interface, it is easy for all people
involved to add changes and comments. This process
is looped around 5-6 times. When the local market give
their final approval, the files can be softproofed and produced.

Magnus Lundgren at NI Solutions;
In today’s fast-paced world of content delivery, where
companies expect faster file turnarounds — along with
more competitive pricing — businesses require efficiency, productivity and security from their solutions. We at
Network Innovation are automation experts. We offer
solutions that fit all types and sizes of media production
environments - such as printers, production companies,
prepress, advertising agencies and in-house departments.
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A coffee, a cake – and ES
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LABELS, PACKAGING & DISPLAYS

Europe’s largest independent coffee house group is implementing the DAM functionality of ES to provide centralised
control of its image assets and branding at its 700 stores in
Europe and beyond.

Company:
Activity:
Turnover:
Staff:
DALIM SOFTWARE products:
Reasons for purchase:

LABELS, PACKAGING & DISPLAYS
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Caffè Nero
Independent coffee house
group active in Europe,
Middle East and US
£241m (May 2015)
4500
ES DAM
To centralise and streamline
selection and supply of image
assets to 700 retail stores, to
maintain branding
consistency and gather asset
usage data

THEMAGAZiNE

I

f you’re in the UK and fancy a cup of Italian coffee
in a relaxing home-from-home ambiance, chances
are you’ll find it at one of Caff³ Nero’s 600-plus coffee shops. Founded in 1997 by Gerry Ford to offer
authentically Italian espresso-based coffee and fresh
food, Caffè Nero has won a string of awards and has in
recent years expanded outside the UK, opening stores
in Ireland, the United Arab Emirates, Turkey, Cyprus, Poland and the US.
As well as getting through a lot of coffee beans, Caffè
Nero gets through a lot of print, with a wide range of
point-of-sale items, branding and decorative imagery
contributing to the welcoming atmosphere, while a burgeoning online presence through both its own website
and on social media means that there is a constant demand for digital imagery too.

Keeping control of the image collection and distributing
it to the stores was becoming an increasing burden for
the company’s Covent Garden, London, headquarters.
Stores would request images after seeing low-resolution
previews on a shared ‘image bank’ drive. These would
be copied and shipped on physical media because of
the file sizes involved. As well as keeping a dedicated
staff member busy this process made it difficult to track
which store had which images and whether they were
keeping up to date with new branding or promotions.
Because of the delay involved in receiving images, it
could also happen that stores would continue to use
outdated ones simply because it was quicker than requesting new versions.

“Although we were handling the several requests a
month we were getting, we weren’t sure about how the
assets were being used,” says project manager Toni Popova. “We needed a way to keep versions current with a
centralised point of reference for everyone.”
To address these issues and to put a centralised and
trackable image resource into effect, IT manager Marcel Klein approached DALIM SOFTWARE, via systems
house IO Integration. Discussions began in late 2015
and it quickly became clear that the DAM (digital asset
management) part of ES would be able to meet Caffè
Nero’s immediate needs, while providing plenty of additional capabilities for future development.
Image control

“We liked DALIM ES for its greater control of versions
and updating,” explains Popova. “Now there will only be
one version of an image available, always the latest, and
we’ll be able to ensure that guidelines for copyright and
particular image crops and media combinations are followed.” This control also extends to grouping of images
that are used to present Italian themed ‘stories’ in the
various retail outlets.
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System installation was completed at the end of March
2016 and tagging of the 2000 or so image assets began
in April. This followed the categories already established
on the existing shared drive but is expected to develop
over time to better support the ways in which individual
stores search for and use the images.

The initial system, which is based around ES 4, provides
web-based access to preview images from any of the
company’s locations but does not support download of
print-resolution files. In the initial phase, the plan is to
co-ordinate and respond to requests from stores manually, though the requests themselves are generated in
ES by a simple click by browsing store staff. Depending
what is needed and how urgently, images may still be
shipped on physical media or sent via online services
such as DropBox or WeTransfer.
Different levels of access are controlled via ES. Local
staff in the Covent Garden office can download high resolution files directly, but others from remote locations in
the UK or abroad can get low-res previews but currently
have to request the high resolution versions. Providing
automated downloads is a possibility for the future but
to begin with, Popova and her team want to gather information on which images are used where and how
frequently, in order to guide design development.
As well as handling static images destined for print or
online use in JPEG, TIFF or layered PSD (Photoshop)
format, video formats are also supported by ES, for use
online, and files of this type will be added by Caff³ Nero
to the DAM in due course. It is envisaged that the ES
system will also be extended to support other functions
within the company over time.
An update to the recently-announced ES 5 (see separate story, page 72) is expected to be rolled out in June.
“This will bring a cleaner interface and a search bar as
well as image arrangement by categories such as lifestyle of coffee-specific,” says Popova. Until the ES 5
update is implemented, the system will mostly be used
internally within the Covent Garden site and then proactively rolled out to other stores once the new interface
is in place. Administration of the system is initially being
handled by IO Integration.
“The first priority is to centralise and give everyone access,” says Popova, “but I’m sure we will find many more
benefits from ES.”
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ES
ups the

game
London-based creative production house and long-standing DALIM
customer Tapestry has replaced an outgrown in-house asset management,
soft-proofing and approval tracking system with ES, solving a number of
production issues.

B

ased in Soho, the lively creative hub of London, Tapestry is an independently owned
multi-disciplinary creative production agency
that prides itself on both its staff and its client
retention; some of the latter group have been with the
company for nearly two decades.
Tapestry’s history with DALIM SOFTWARE stretches
back that far too. In the mid-1990s the company was the
first UK site to install the DALIM LIT)O artwork makeup system, and with four seats, was one of the biggest
users of that dedicated production system which offered
capabilities and performance that Mac-based alternatives
of the time could not match.

“It was a huge investment at the time but it supported our
work for News International and Express Group newspapers,” recalls Tapestry managing director Tony Garrett,
adding, “DALIM SOFTWARE was a huge part of that
operation, producing all adverts for both groups.”
Growth in work for publishing clients such as Dorling Kindersley led Tapestry to add DALIM TWiST to automate
workflows. “The success of LIT)O meant that buying
TWiST was a matter of course. It went into use on ads
and publishing work and was crucial for us,” confirms
Garrett. TWiST’s ability to automate production tasks
right through to the final deliverable was key, and it is still
very much part of Tapestry’s production suite today.
Although the newspaper work declined, DALIM
LIT)O remained in use until the mid-2000s, producing
packaging for Marks  Spencer. “LIT)O was brilliant for
this,” says Garrett. “It could handle cutter guides, special
colours and transparency so we used it for artwork makeup. We then won Marks & Spencer’s point-of-sale (PoS)
work and were producing up to two thousand pieces of
artwork a week. We wouldn’t have got by without DALIM
tools.”

Over time, however, the prevalence of Mac-based
artwork and files being sent into the organisation meant
that LIT)O had to be retired and Tapestry went all-Mac
as part of moving its packaging operation to the Frith
Street, Soho site in 2003. The packaging operation, with
it DALIM DIALOGUE soft-proofing and clients Playstation manufacturer Sony and games developer Electronic
Arts.
Knowing the score

Growth in workload at Tapestry meant that by 200/8, a
more advanced asset management and approval tracking
system was needed to book and track jobs for the Marks
& Spencer PoS work.
“The number of assets had grown, more people were
involved and we were handling work for global territories,”
explains technical director Mark Saunders. “We needed a
client-facing tool but there wasn’t a great deal of choice,
so we chose best-of-breed solutions for digital asset management DAM , soft-proofing, a web front-end and a
database back-end.”
The components that were selected were Xinet’s WebNative Suite for the DAM and client-facing portal, DIALOGUE engine for soft-proofing and FileMaker for the
internal job database. Knitting these together was done
in-house by Saunders and his colleagues, and the resulting system was called Symphony.
“We fused the different software together and created
a bit of a beast,” jokes Saunders. “The DALIM and Xinet
elements fitted each other well and security was not such
an issue then.”
)owever, continued strong growth in the Sony and EA
accounts meant that by summer of 2016 the Symphony
system was becoming increasingly discordant. 8

“We were handling creative work for each Sony game
title, which had to be rolled out across multiple platforms
and in multiple languages, plus ‘bundle box’ variants that
included the game and additional peripheral hardware
items” explains Saunders. The EA work was predominantly digital and so did not include box packaging but
software download cards, marketing and PoS items; all
these items were also tracked within Symphony.
“Each item was in a separate approval cycle and they
were all different,” says Saunders. “We were hitting the
limits, trying to do things Symphony wasn’t initially designed for. The workflows were getting so complex that
we couldn’t do what our clients wanted and were having
to put manual steps back into the workflow.”
Further pressure was added by the fact that all games
developers work to the same annual cycle, with peak
production between August and November in time for
the Christmas season. Tapestry’s in-house team were
self-trained and were struggling to resolve the issues
that the burgeoning workload was generating. Because
of the bespoke nature of the system, it was also difficult
to get external support.

was becoming longer and longer, due to the resource
strain on our development team,” explains Saunders.
There were also usability barriers: “Passing authenticated users between the Xinet DAM software and
DIALOGUE soft-proofing was hard enough, but keeping granular permissions between different software
packages was nearly impossible. This led to constantly
patching security flaws and ultimately having to strip
functionality from the system in order to make it as secure as possible,” he adds.

In an increasingly online world, security was also becoming a significant concern. “The system is penetration
tested regularly by our larger clients. As more sophisticated vulnerabilities were found, our remediation time

User management and system scaling were also problems, while maintenance and support costs were spiralling because of the multitude of contracts needed to
cover all the components of the system. Producing accurate client reports based on usage of Symphony was
also rather a hit-and-miss affair.
There all the time

As matters came to a head during the 2016 production
peak, Tapestry arranged what turned out be a pivotal
meeting with DALIM integrator IO Integration to look at
what steps could be taken.
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It turned out that the answer had literally been there
all along. Tapestry had bought an early version of
DALIM ES in 2011 to provide flatplanning capabilities
in support of a pitch to a prospective publishing client.

From the October 2016 meeting, the system was built
and implemented in time for key Tapestry clients to be
testing it by the end of January 201, with jobs being
booked in to the new ‘Symphony ES’ from mid-February.

“We had looked at ES again as versions 3 and 4 were
released, but we still saw it as a flatplan tool,” recalls
Saunders. “In our meeting with IO, it became apparent
that ES could provide a solution. It was the best meeting
I’ve ever been in, as we sat there ticking off the list of
key components.”

“It’s been incredibly fast, IO helped us enormously,”
comments Saunders, adding, “Initial client meetings
have been very positive, we’ve focused on the speed
of the new system, showing how asset filtering and
searches that used to take a significant length of time
are now achieved in seconds.”

)aving realised that ES could do everything that Tapestry needed, and continue to provide the familiar
DIALOGUE and TWiST capabilities, it was a case of
effectively building a new system around it. The next
challenge was whether this could be done in time to be
ready for the next production peak.

In the new configuration, ES takes on the task of the
DAM and online portal, plus handling interaction with
DIALOGUE for soft-proofing and TWiST for production
automation. The load on FileMaker is consequently reduced as its role reverts to that of version logging, and
updating job statuses for internal purposes. 8
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The system is now based in a highly secure data centre,
meeting the security requirements of Tapestry’s clients
and providing easy scalability. The TWiST server located
in Soho will also be transitioned to the data centre in
coming weeks.
While the user interface that Tapestry’s client see for
soft-proofing via DIALOGUE will change slightly, Saunders is confident that the dramatic increase in speed and
security will more than offset any resistance to change.

Another benefit for Tapestry is that the company now feels
able to use its in-house asset management system as a
sales tool rather than keeping it behind the scenes. “We
never actively sold Symphony”, explains Saunders, “but
due to ES’s scalability, putting extra strain on the system
is less of a concern and the sales guys are certainly interested. It’s a tool they’ve never had in their armoury.”

While Tony Garrett is holding the sales team’s enthusiasm
in check for the time being, pointing out that it’s important to gain the confidence of their existing users first, he
can already see how several other Tapestry clients could
benefit. )e says that DALIM software has been central to
the company’s continuing success:
“DALIM has been a big thing for us throughout
the company’s histor y. We’ve been users of
its four major sof t ware solutions o L I T)O,
DIALOGUE, TWiST and ES.”
Saunders agrees that the strength of the enduring relationship has been key to the most recent developments.
“Knowing DALIM was a big factor in our decision. The
future of our business hangs on this working properly, we
had to put our trust in them.”

After more than 20 years working together, that trust looks
justified.

Name of company:
Area of activity:
Workforce
Turnover:
DALIM SOFTWARE solutions used
Reason for purchase

Tapestry
Multi-disciplinary production agency
approximately 100
approximately £7 m
DIALOGUE Engine, ES, TWiST
to improve responsiveness and security of asset search, soft-proofing and production
management facilities
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4oft 1roofinH
)ow providers and clients see it
Provider’s
viewpoint

Sandra Lalanne has been at the
helm of Turquoise since June 2016.
Turquoise is a Parisian photogravure company specialised in fine
illustration, art books, and school
textbooks. Sandra, who has been
using ES’ soft-proofing since its
creation, recently introduced it as
part of a new Turquoise‘s offer.
$an you Hive us an
example of how you set
softproofinH up with
one of your clients in
puClishinH?

I have just finished setting the system up at Belin (www.editions-belin.com, an independent academic
publisher). The process was very
simple. I gave them a quick 10-minute demonstration using one of
their publications. I explained how
to insert an annotation, reject or accept a page, and how to view the
flat plan. Set-up was very quick.
It only took one meeting. I’ve just
started production with them on a
chapter but they’re already doing a
great job on their own! Soft-proofing is very intuitive…
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8hen you did the demonstration was
softproofinH really even an option for the
client? 0r was it your demonstration that
won them over?

During a preliminary meeting, I told them that I used softproofing with academic publishers, and asked if they
would be interested. Afterwards, Max-André Carru, from
Galilée, our DALIM SOFTWARE integrator, created a user
account for them. I then went back to see them a fortnight
later with the ten-minute demo, and that was it!
Did you carry out the demonstration on
your screen or theirs?

Theirs. They already had a calibrated screen. These clients
are very aware of what’s going on, and are heavily involved
in calibrating graphics and colour rendering, even though
we are dealing with the 8 academic world. It’s a sector
where you have to work very fast. Books are put together
in a week, two weeks, or a month. You have to work fast
and make sure it looks good! There’s no time for back and
forth with couriers and test prints. For this reason
soft-proofing is T)E solution!
0nce the decision has Ceen made how
do you implement softproofinH?

You have to calibrate the screen, adjust its profile, and
adapt it for ambient light. We base our settings on a test
chart that we edit and print here at Turquoise. The client
then validates this test chart. The screen has to deal as
well with coated paper as it does with offset. For offset
paper, Under Colour Removal is essential! If the photogravure operator isn’t capable of correctly converting the
files and properly simulating paper tests, the gap between

offset tests and print runs can be considerable. Printing
can turn into a disaster. Therefore, the screen simulation
prepares the client. It allows them to see both the dominant colouring of the paper, and how flattened and muted
images will be rendered. Using adequate correction ensures the client sees a simulation that will be close to the
printed reality, and above all to what they have validated!
It means they have a greater sense of security in the end
result.
For offset paper, there is a real interest in soft-proofing,
with regard to hard copy proof, because the on-screen
simulation takes printing paper characteristics into account, whereas hard copy proof is not carried out on the
final printing paper. Moreover, changing support is both
quick and affordable, because all you need to do is adjust
a few settings.”
Interview conducted by Didier Destabeaux
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$lient viewpoint

Catherine Bulot is head of photogravure for Albin Michel’s
Education division (www.albin-michel.fr).
“Since 2009 a large percentage of photogravure undertaken by this division (school textbooks, children’s
literature and some mainstream books) has used DALIM
SOFTWARE soft-proofing. Since 2009, the product has
evolved a great deal in terms of speed and design – notably with the electronic flat plan. From a publishing stand
point, most of our editors are over the moon to be using
this new tool. It allows them to view images and Ben-day
dots in context, and to rapidly view the state of their work
using the flat plan missing pages and images .
From a production stand point, it lowers photogravure
costs, and we gain a significant amount of time (less need
for couriers, real time retouching, etc.).

Tools like the densitometer, colour channels, and ink coverage allow us to check our work, and/or to give the photogravure operator clearer instructions about the result we
are looking for. The ‘compare’ function also allows us to
see the photogravure operator’s actions after correction.
This is an important function because in my role as head
of photogravure for Albin Michel’s Education division, I assess the work carried out and take the know-how gained
from it forward into subsequent projects.”

Turquoise Photogravure turns 35. Guy and Colette Thill founded the business in 1982, and have made it into one of the most successful in
Paris, serving a range of clients in advertising and the media, as well as publishing houses and printing firms. In 1990 the business evolved
towards traditional photogravure (half-tone, four-colour printing), then began to specialise in colour imagery (nashing, digitalisation) and
shooting. Media Clients: Nouvel Observateur, Paris Capitale, etc. Starting in 1993, Turquoise added desktop publishing as well as a Kodak
Approval System, which was replaced in 2011 by one from GMG. At the end of 2016, Turquoise moved to Bagnolet, and under Sandra
Lalanne’s direction, started using soft-proofing. Since the founder Guy passed away at the beginning of 201, Sandra has taken up the
torch at Turquoise and, with Colette Thill’s help, is seamlessly moving the business into the 21st century.
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Superior

Service
Starts with

ES
A global marketing and communications services

provider has achieved increased production effi-

ciency and accuracy for its clients using DALIM ES,
DIALOGUE and TWiST.

W

illiams Lea Tag is a leading provider of marketing and
communications supply chain services. It helps organisations transform their business processes, enhance customer conversations and realise the potential of their brands. The company’s solutions combine re-engineered
processes, leading technologies and highly experienced collaborative
client teams. As part of the Deutsche Post D)L Group, its financial
strength and global reach enables it to deliver solutions anywhere in
the world.
The client list today is a who’s who of global brand names, including
BP, Ikea, Santander and BT; the services provided range from the
supply of digital assets for online advertising to print-ready PDF files
to translation and video production.

Much of the business is built on longstanding relationships, one of which is with
DALIM SOFTWARE, whose products have
been in regular use at Williams Lea since the
early 1990s. “We are the largest UK user of
TWiST, with 30-plus hard-workers,” confirms
Lloyd Hayzer, Global Account Director, at the
firm’s Aldgate, London, offices.
Another long-standing relationship is with
DMG Media, the publishers of the UK’s
Daily Mail newspaper and website, plus its
weekend supplements, the Mail on Sunday
and related brands. Since print advertising
production switched from films and plates
to digital files, Williams Lea Tag has relied
heavily on its own in-house developed production management system, called CMD,
to meet the needs of clients like DMG.
“We developed CMD in order to be masters of our own destiny, but our needs have
become so diverse that we can’t be masters
of everything, so we partner with various
third parties to provide specific functions,”
explains Hayzer.
One of the functions that has been ‘outsourced’ in this way is that of flatplanning.
Hayzer and his colleagues had considered
DALIM’s MiSTRAL but felt at the time it was
‘too weighty’ for their needs and instead developed a bespoke capability in-house. “This
served us well at the time but in recent years
the rate of development tailed off,” he recalls,
so in 2015 Hayzer and his team were tasked
with finding a third-party alternative.
“CMD flatplan was purely a client-facing
production tool, showing page thumbnails,”
explains Hayzer, “but with the continued development of CMD, we needed new a new
flatplanning tool to keep up with the advancements in CMD.” 8
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As the incumbent supplier for DALIM support, LGS was
the natural partner for Williams Lea Tag to propose and
implement the ES-based system, but Hayzer concedes,
“We did push them hard; we needed to know that it would
service the client’s needs.”
Creative support for The Mail

In early 2016, Williams Lea Tag was invited to pitch for
a project to take on artwork creation for the Daily Mail’s
marketing department.
“They were looking for processes to be put in place and
someone to manage production while their core team provided top-line creative input,” explains Hayzer. “I showed
them ES in our presentation, but DIALOGUE was the big
selling point, as they were using manual paper-based methods for managing and tracking revisions and approvals.”

Having won the tender, the entire production process was
mapped out by DALIM SOFTWARE’s UK integrator LGS,
using ES to implement the folder structure desired by the
client and to generate a briefing form to their specifications.

“We worked with LGS to develop a bespoke creative management form that would provide a quick way to ingest
client briefs and get the necessary assets out to the studios. We used ES to create this, covering every element
and media type for each Daily Mail brand. The user logs
in under the appropriate brand and sees every media type
they need. The aim is to make it as simple as possible,
based on templates – if it’s an ad, for example, there’ll be
a drop-down menu for the available sizes.”

Some heavyweight options were investigated but
cross-over with CMD’s feature set meant that they
would not have been cost-effective, as the functionality was largely in content management.
Publishing power

DALIM ES provided the solution. When Williams Lea Tag
looked at earlier versions of DALIM’s production management tool, they felt it was more focused on printers’
production needs. However, the addition of support for
direct file editability via an InDesign plug-in in version 5
meant that the printers’ tool was now equally focused
toward publishers.

Configuring workflow to match DMG practices for reviews and approvals was taken in ES’s stride. “We built
the workflow around the people, giving them what they
wanted to see, when they wanted to see it,” says Hayzer, adding, “There was some customisation for the eight
brand groups, tailored to user profiles ranging from super-users to read-only accounts.”

“Our clients wanted to do more themselves, or to have
us manage the process for them and provide automation
at the back end. DALIM ES gives a nice interface to the
client’s world, giving them and us the access to fill in the
gaps,” says Hayzer.

The original focus in the DMG project was to manage
advertising assets, content and the creative process.
This included transferring legacy data including InDesign
templates and ThinkStock images so that ES could serve
as a portal to both old and new assets, advert artwork
and master templates. This was not implemented in a fullblown digital asset management DAM configuration, but

“With DALIM TWiST sitting behind ES, we were confident that this would deliver. It was a big factor that it fitted
well with existing workflows and brought the opportunity
to go on to digital media,” he adds.
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by simply replicating an existing folder structure
that was familiar to DMG users. Because the
storage is now cloud-based, the system is accessible from any studio.
Expanding role for ES

Since going live with DALIM ES 5 in July 2016,
the usage has expanded. The flatplan capabilities of ES are used for Daily Mail home supplements, while in addition to advert artwork
and related digital assets, the system also now
hosts some point-of-sale artwork.
Advertising production remains the main application, however, mostly for print in the Daily
Mail stable of newspapers, with ten or a dozen
house ads being produced each day, plus two
or three supplements a week. DMG has been
able to reduce its internal headcount thanks to
the creative artworking capability that Williams
Lea Tag can offer via DALIM ES. The system’s
approval capabilities for sign-off on creatives
and the automatic audit trail are also a big plus
point for DMG, Hayzer reports.
John Tucker at DMG Media says: “Thanks to
Williams Lea Tag’s investment in DALIM tools
we have been able to focus our in-house resource on the top-line for the Creative Marketing department at DMG Media, confident
that advertisement artwork will be created and
distributed quickly and reliably. The review and
audit trail via DIALOGUE has greatly simplified
the approval process for us and both this and
the job briefing workflow have been matched
exactly to our requirements, saving time and
increasing accuracy.”
The success of the project has enabled both
Williams Lea Tag and LGS to develop their relationships with DMG, as well as building both
companies’ capability to serve other projects
and clients. Hayzer and his colleagues at Williams Lea Tag are using the ES flatplan capability to produce fashion retailer Net-a-Porter’s
print magazine starting in Q2 2017, and there
are plans to use ES and DIALOGUE for classified advertising makeup in London’s free daily
paper Metro.
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